
FROM VISITOR 
TO DANCER: 
Using digital media 
and immersive 
technology to curate 
the performing arts 



LES MUSÉES 
DE LA CIVILISATION 
Musée de la civilisation opened in 1988 in Québec City. Four 
other components were added over the years to create the 
museum complex Les Musées de la civilisation. 



I Hear You Singing 
1995 

Québec Cinema—The Whole Story 
2006 

Since 1988, seven major exhibitions  were 
dedicated to intangible heritage, such as: 





Rebel bodies 
 
To curate contemporary dance: transposing the 
intangible in a 800 square meters space 
 
The position of the museum: 
 
- Dance is an universal language 
 
- Dance is cultural expression 



To curate contemporary dance: transposing the 
intangible in a 800 square meters space 
 
The position of the dance community: 
 
- Dance is transformation, evolution, freedom, rebellion 

 
- Dance is only understood watching dancers in motion, it 

can't be exposed and it can't be contained 
 
- There are no objects, only subjects 





Danser Joe / 

Choreographic 

residencies studio 



Entrance: The evolution of 
contemporary dance 







Triptychs introducing  
the six themes 



Video excerpts from the six triptychs 

https://youtu.be/Qe9dBdD7y84 

https://youtu.be/Qe9dBdD7y84
https://youtu.be/Qe9dBdD7y84


Urban Body 

Natural Body 

Atypical Body 



Multi-Body 

Virtuoso Body 

Political Body 











Danser Joe: the experience 

https://youtu.be/G9XiSs8zIfo 

https://youtu.be/G9XiSs8zIfo


Choreographic residency Le fils d’Adrien danse (Québec) 

Alternating with Danser Joe: choreographic residencies 



Choreographic residencies 

https://youtu.be/ua7w-dX4Y6c 

https://youtu.be/ua7w-dX4Y6c
https://youtu.be/ua7w-dX4Y6c
https://youtu.be/ua7w-dX4Y6c


 



A creation of Musées de la civilisation with the participation of Moment Factory, presented by Loto Québec 
with the collaboration of  Ville de Québec, Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec, Consulat général de 

France, Fairmont Le Château Frontenac as Musées de la civilisation's official hotel, and Le Soleil journal. Alcoa 
is the main partner of Musée de la civilisation's exhibitions programming. 

A participatory experience created by Moment Factory, based  
on the choreographic work JOE by Jean‐Pierre Perreault. In collaboration with Fondation 

Jean‐Pierre Perreault and Musées de la civilisation 

© Fondation Jean‐Pierre Perreault 


